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FOREWORD

tion, and led eventually to the Welfare State.

Today we have a 'rich and poor' society; our social welfare does not
pretend to achieve equality, but is supposed to shield those at the bottom
from the worst effects of poverty and underprivilege. In reality, however,

sub-stratum of socially and economically under-
groups, and indeed whole regions, which in one
rived of the chance of living a full life and expand-

ing their horizons.

It is likewise difficult to appreciate the full implications of what happens
when a whole nation turns from the morality of 'every man for himself' (or
at best his family), which is part of the tradition of private enterprise, to
the morality of 'Serve the People'. We may admire this as a goal, but we
fail to understand how such a system - in which the cornmunity's needs
are primary, and the advance of the dignity, social
security, material benefit, mental and from (instead
of running counter to) the overall adv unity of which
he or she is part - can work.

In China a turnabout in the social consciousness of a whole people, to-
gether with structural changes in the management of factories, communes,
universities and schools, to provide for the greate.t possible involvement

their own affairs, have made possible
the STest wculd be left to specialised
I assistance agencies are dealt with

locally. In the reasingly on community res-
ponsibility, an institutions; the poliry is one
of maximum group or economic unit -factory, commune or neighbourhood. All this is very much in harmony with
traditional Chinese social concepts, seldom realised in practice in the old
oppressive and exploitative society.

self-reliance plays an
al or family problems.
but to find a way of r

a cornrnunity of
when 'society' in
reated body with
ealing with such

problems.
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Isaac Ascher refers to Mao Tsetung's article 'On the Correct Handling
of Contradictions Among the People'. This is a work which has played a
major role in extending the Chinese people's understanding of the dynamics
of their own society - notably that there is a basic identity of interests of
the people but that within this unity, there are, and always will be, contra-
dictibns which are not antagonistic and can, therefore, be resolved by
investigation, discussion and social co-operation.

to dispense charity in whatever guise.

approach no limit and social achievernent -
't-h^e people can rn -*ay n-e9+ infinite time and
pad&t work, but lii"j,.4 his capacity, every-
'one 

can make his China have been irnpressed
b s pains taken to help people in difficulty - even those who
h b6en misled, politically are given 'a way out', helped to
u correct their mistakes'and siart a new life of full partici-

the world.

Of cou
bent on i
and men
their pre

workmates arranging for their work their age and
physical condition. They have the sat to make their
iocial contribution and feel that they have no fears
of redundancy or of old age being exploited to provide cheap labour.

The process of change in social policy, as in everything else in China,
continuas uninterruptedly as by trial and errorl relations among the people
are transformed through continuous investigation, discussion and re-
evaluation.

socialist man, and a new socialist man for the new cornmunity.

l1l
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1. INTRODUCTION

Meaning and purpose of social policy

repreie?xt their interests, that our lioes are intimately bound up uith theirs.

- Mao Tsetung,'Be concerned with the well-being ol the ffidsses, pay
attention to methods of work',lanuary 27 1934, Selected lVorks Vol 1,
p.149.

cotnmerce and impairs the cause of the people's reoolution.

- Mao Tsetung,'On the policy concerning industry and commerce', Feb-
ruary 27 1948 (Selected Works Vol lV, p.203).

The first objective of China's social policy, emphatically confumed in the
course of her cultural revolution, is social iustice: that is, progress towards

within a framework of. ideologyt.

policy with regard to China, our main concern is to place these aspects

within the context of rapid change and with reference to China's political
colour, her ideologicpl choice.

The extent and purpose of wage-differentials in agriculture, industry, and
the professions are, therefore, topics just as relevant as, say, health services.
Account plso requires to be taken of China's historic circumstances, and of
the influence exerted by particular sections of society such as the army. The
formative influences on thina's social policy have- been the revolutionary
movement, (expressed,
notably, in The China
Defence Le en) in 1938,
to take one e fund, be-
came the China l7elfare Institute in 1950 and was reorganised again in
1952. The work of Dr Norman Bethune of Canada and-Dr Dwaikanath
Kotnis of India was enshrin Medical College and the
International Peace Hospitals e lines in the 1930s: these
in_stitutions are now part of of the People's Republic
of China.

The broad purpose of social policy is summed up in the elimination of
the 'three great differen6s5' - between town and country, between agricul-
tural and industrial conditions, and between mental and rnanual work. The
major commitment to this policy was made in 1958. Under Mao Tsetuog's
leadership the second session of the Eighth Central Comrnittee of the Chin-
ese Communist Party (Mzy 5-23 1958) adopted the General Line of social-
ist construction and then (August 29 1958) the pnlicy on the formation of
cornmunes.* The Great Leap Forusard in production was the third feature
of this major policy cornrnitment, constituting th.- Three Red Banners of
China's policies.

Balanced development: regional and eaanomnic
The geographical (regional) aspect of China's developrnent requires a

place in these introductory remarks, although it will not be pursued in later
sections. Particularly since 1955, China has been correcting the historic but
one-sided emphasis on coastal development, and has promoted a balanced
growth of coastal and inland industries. Furthermore, regionpl power has
increased as against that of the central government3. In western countries
the 'welfare' problem bears a regional aspect as well as a qualitative one.
Not only is welfare in itself a problem, but additionally there is the much
greater distress, unemployment and neglect of public services in some regions
of a country as compared with others.

Nearly .all iron and steel enterprises in the old China were concentrated
* Jhe Comunist Party Central Comittee resolution of August 29 1958 is reproduced ar an

Appendix (trelow, p 45).
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in five eastern coastal or near-coastal cities: Anshan, Penki, Talien, Tientsin

w:lfare and social conditions.

government policy ('population control'), emphasis has increasingly been
laid on the voluntary postponement of marriage in the interests of qualiry
in child-rearing ('fertility control'). Men are urged not to marry before 28
or 30, women not before 25; children should be limited to 2. This approach
may be expected to find the greatest response in urban areas, the most active
during the cultural revolution, and was exernplified by the attitude of stu-
dents at HSrbin Technical College expressed to me in August 1967. The
trend to later marriage is, of course) contrary to the western trend towards
earlier marriage since the 1950s. The present policy of 'fertility ssn6ql' -encouraged, not enforced - may be seen as a compromise between the
pre-1958 relativeiy stern proposals for population limitation, and the over-
confidence of 1958. Dr Ma Yin-chu, the President of Peking University
who in July 1957 advocated a 'stern' policy on the Malthusian grounds that
population increase was outstripping econornic growth, was dismissed from
his post in 1960" Northern and $ilestern provinces, however (and in line witi
what has been mentioned earlier), have been positively encouraged to remedy
their population defi ciences.

From the foregoing sketch of the population position, and especially with
regard to the high proportion of young peopler it is clear that a major con-
cern of social policy rnust be for the material and moral care of the young;
and for their understanding of the Chinese revolution. As Mao Tsetung
put it, addressing students in 1957:

The world is yours-. as well as ours) but in the last analysis, it is
yours. You young people, full of vigour aud vitality, are in the bloom
of life, like the sun at eight or nine in the morning. Our hope is placed
on you . . . The world belongs to you. China's future belongs to you6.

and again:
We must help al stand that ours is still a

very poor country, situation radically in a
short time, and th efforts of our younger
generation and all our people, working with their hands, can China be
made strong pnd prosperousT.

the industrialisation of
decline or weakening of

the family has occurred. rJTomen are ernancipated, and young people may
leave home to seek industrial employment. It has not been clear, however,
whether decline ot ueakening are pppropriate terms to be used. The family
has certainly become more democratic, and parental authority has weakened.

as factories, and entire families including grandparents are resettled: not
just industrial workers. This minimises the nunnber of 'drifters' seeking jobs.

* See also below, pp 13-14.



The typical Chinese family today would appear to be more cohesive than
its weitern counterpart, and if this is the case, then ttrere would be a bene-
ficial effect in terms of material and moral security. There does not appear

autumn of 1958 - and these have reinforced the social fabric of town lifee.

arity here, between western and Chinese life and outlook - the western
has-a strong individualist, and the Chinese a strong collectivist orientation.

Westernluiture arose in rival Greek city-states, in regional and national

is associated with 'the transforming influence of literature'rl.
With these considerations in mind, the social movements and policies

described below become more readily comprehensible.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

Old and new democratic revolutions

1840-1919 The old democratic revolution:
From the Opium ufar 1840 and the Taiping Revolution
185l-64, to the Reform rnovement 1898, the end of the Ching
(Manchu) dynasty 1911, and the May Fourth movement 1919.

1919-1949 The new democratic revolution:
L9l9 May Fourth movement.
l92l Chinese Commr:nist Party founded.
1924-27 Peasants' movement.
1926-27 First revolutionary civil war

('northern expedition' against warlords).
1927-37 Second (agrarian) revolutionary civil war.
1927 Chinese Red Army founded.p3q+5 Chinese Red Army Long March to Yenan.
1937-45 Anti-Japanese war.
1946-50 Third revolutionary civil war.

Mao Tsetung:
1927 'Report on an investigation of the peasant rnove-

ment in Hunan'.
1937 'On practice' and 'On contradiction'.
1942 'Talks at the Yenan forum on literature and art'.
1949 'On the people's dernocratic dictatorship'.

The People's Republic

1949

1950

The Common Progrmnme of the Ch;nese People's Political
Consultative Conference (CPPCC): September 29.

Proclamation of rJire Peoplds Republic: October 1.

M.ajor laws on marriage, agrarian reform, trade unions.
Sanitation, health campaigns begin.

1950-53 Korean war.
I95l-52 Expansionofworker-peasantpart-timeeducation.

Reorganisation of higher education. Social insurance.
1952 Campaigns against corruption, waste, bureaucracy &c. ('three

antis' and'five antis' movements).
1953 First national census.
1954 Condemnation of Kao Kang for 'economic overlordship' of

the north-eastern provinces.
Forrnal unification of China with national elections and adop-

tion of Constitution (September 20).
1955 Mao Tsetung: 'On agricultural co-operation'.
1956 Mao Tsetung: 'Ten Great RelStionships'.
1956-58 Reform of the Chinese written language begun.
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1957
1968

1959

Mao Tsetung: 'On the correct handling of contradictions
among the people'.

Anti-rightist and rectffi cation campaigns.
Red-and-expert campaign.

The Three Red Banners:
The Gmerol Line of socialist constructionr the Great Leap

Forword, and the Peoplds Communes.
Mao Tsetung recommends the use of dozibao (big-character

posters).

F-irst well drill
Lin Piao repla Defence Minister.
Completiorrof ojects in Peking.

Adoption of 8-hour day, 6-day rveek.
Withdrawal of Soviet aid and technicians from China.
First rerovery from disaster years of 1959-61.
I-iu Shao-chi publishes his revised edition of 'How to Be a

Good Communist'.
Socialist educatio
Mao Tsetung rec ural model.
Four Clean-Ups ideology &c.

iture Ministry.

Tbe C utural R.er olutiom :
Broadcast criticism of Peking University authorities, abolition

of entrance-examinations for student enrolment, closure
of schools and colleges, CC CCP 16 Points Decision,Pted
Guard marches, Mao Tsetung Quotations.

Revolution in Shanghai. Spread of Cultur,al Revolution.
Reoolutionary cor,nmittees established all over China.
Liu Party at the Plenum.
Nint Report by Lin Piao.

on (replacing ttrat of

2. LIBERATION AND REFORM

Establishment of the People's Republic
The establishment of the People's Republic, often referred to as the

Liberation of. 1949, was not a single event. Although proclaimed on October
lst of that year, it was, rather, ? process of conquest, consolidation, and
reform. The People's Liberation Army (PLA) and the Nationalist (Kuomin-
tang) forces continued military operations on the mainland and Hainan

'UTornen's Federation, 76 million. Supply and marketing co-operatives had
about 148 million members. Two-fifths of all rural workers were already

ulation.
to repair the dikes and railways, clean
insect pests. By end-1952, nearly all

smallpox, and a number of basic health
measures had been introduced.

The first reforms were rnade in the educational system.* By 1952, worker
ed 80 per cent of the national enrolment in
secondary schools, and 20 per cent in higher
were published in 1952 - 4.3 times that of

the highest year (1936) before Liberation.
A First Five-Year Plan (1953-57) was introduced. The 1953 census was

taken in preparation for the first nation-wide elections the following year.
The Cowtmon Programme of the Chinese People's Political Consultative
Conference (CPPCC) which had served as a provisional Constitution, was
succeeded by a Constitution of the People's Republic adopted by the first
National People's Congress (September 2A 1954)14.

The outstanding feature of the Liberaticn, however, was the reform of
rural society.

and indeed to express opposition to traditional ideasrs. The principle that
the peasants should combine was maintained in the major Agrarian Reform
* Below, pp 14-16.



Law of June 30 1950. Land was to be confiscated by them, for re-distribu-
tion. At- the same time, the rural secret societies should be dissolved, and

a key role, publicising information and stimulating discussion.

The main stages of rural collectivisation were:
1950-55, formation of mutual aid teoms: about 10 households working

People's Communes: about 2,000-5,000 households, corresponding to the
district unit of govemment (hsiang).

Social aspects of agrarian reform
Class-distinctions as between poor- and middle-peasants and others, now

began to disappear in the creation of a single category: commune-members.
It is true that private plots of land were retained by individual families -or, if abolished in the fust flush of enthusiasm for commune organisation,
later restored - but these plots usually accounted for only 4-5 per cent of
cultivated land. Peasant incomes, origin2lly related to the share of land
contributed to the formation of co-operatives, were increasingly based on
work. At the same time, families in distress were on many communes pro-
vided with a free supply of food and fuel. Thus a wage-system was combined
with a free-supply system) consdtuting a most reliable form of social in-
surance.

At the national level, social aspects of this continuous agrarian reform
were indicated in the 'National Programme for Agricultural Development
1956-67', adopted at the second session of the Second National People's
Congress (the Chinese parliament) on April l0 196017. This programme
listed health and housing recommendations, the protection of women and
children, care of disabled ex-seryicemen and their dependants, the elimina-
tion of illiteracy among the young pnd the middle-aged by 1968, and the
establishment of part-time schools. Other provisions concerned rural com-
munications - the extension of radio, telephone and postal networksl the
promotion of commerce and rural credit co-operation; the admission of re-
formed ex-landlords into co-operatives; the prohibition of gambling, and of
the activities of secret and superstitious societies; and mutual visiting of
city workers with peasants. A report to th: National People's Congress of
April 6 1960 commended the commune meihcd of payment by wages com-
bined with the free-supply system, attributing to it a marked progress in
ttre care of women and children.

New social relationships in industry
The transformation of rural society was accompanied by fpr-reaching

changes in industrial organisation. A system of state contract with private
firms evolved into joint state-private enterpris3 or indeed to complete na-
tionalisation by 1955. Private commerce was absorbed into co-operative or
state sectors. The proportion of the serni-socialist and socialist sector of
industry as a whole, rose from 36.7 per cent (1949) to 61 per cent (1952)
and was planned to rise to 87.8 per cent by 195718. In urban areas as on
the communes, pre-1949 class-distinctions began to disappqr.

In November 1957 emphasis on central economic control was relaxed.
The government repeatedly revised the details of the Second Five-Year
Plan (1958-62) in relation to the commune movement and also - it may
be surmised - with regard to increasing divergence from the USSR. In-
stead of relying mainly on large industrial units built with Soviet aid China
waS now to develop hundreds of thousands of small- and medium-size
plants on the cornmunes in a Great Leap Forward.

From the social point of view, apart frorn the new property- and class-

10



relationships, the major achievement was the new Pattern of employment
offered: thereby, the'first large-scale absorption into employment of many

, the changes both in rural and in urban life induced a
of the puiposes .and methods of economic and social
give rise to two lines of approach to China's problems.r

by the government. For the first time throughout China, trade-unions won
the autfiority not only to represent workers in negotiatiols with private and
state employers, but io enfoice laws and regulations on labour Protection.

In weitein countries the trade-union movement arose in opposition to

self-relfunce.
The introduction of labour protection was a most urgent reform - the

old China was notorious for barbaric industrial conditions. According to

i Below, ppl7-2l.

The number of industrial workers doubled whilst the accident rate was
halved in the period 1953-58. Furttrer advances were heralded at the Third
National Confirence on Labour Protection in 1958. Mechanisation was the

self-reliance and autonomous administration. Not 'officials', but the recipi-
ent's own workmates, undertook responsibility for the application of ttrese
aspects of social policy. The All-China Federation of Trade lJnions was
over 12 million strong by 1956.

Social Insurance
Labour insurance regulations were introduced on February 26 l95l and

revised on January 2 1953. They applied to state) private, and co-operative
enterprises employing over a sum equal to
3 per cent of the total pay cornpensation,
medical assistance, disablem nd disablement
both at the workplpce and sustained outside the workplace. It was explicidy
laid down that the insurance fund was not to be established by deduction

million people. By 1958, 13,779,000 workers - or some 30 million people

- were involved. This represented a notable proportion of the industrial
population and was to be the basis for further progress.

Under the 1951/1953 regulations, employers undertook payment for
medical treatment, travelling expenses, and meals, during hospitalisation.

sickness, and
case of total
ue as a pensi
per cent (or

'model workers', 30-60 per cent) of the wages of the deceased as a monthly
pension. They were also covered for funeral expenses, and entided to a

1t t2



actual sum paid was determined by the trade unron
examination of particular family circumstances.) Lineal
ves became entided to medical treatment either free,

or - at most - at half-cost24.
Thus, social insurance is related to the size and progress of the enterprise

in which the individual - or his close relatives - finds employment. It is

further responsibilities: old people's homes, provision for widows, orphans
and the destitute, and later maternity homes and extensive medical ser-
vlces"'.^

The Ernancipation of Women
For centuries China was associated in the minds of foneigners with cruel

practices towards women and children,
and the sale of wives and children to th
domestic subservience as reiterated -

others - tle greatest single step forward.
Before ttre iomrnune movement, the Marriage Law of May 1 1950 had

prcperty, were secured. Divorce was made available by mutual consent but
ihe husband alone mav not aDDlv for divorce durine the wife's pregnancyalone may not apply for divorce during the wife's pregnancy

veor of the birth of a child. After a divorce. both parents still
the husbancl alone may not appty lor dtvorce ourrng tne wrre's pregnanc:
or vrithin one year of the birth of a child. After a divorce, both parents stil
have the duty to support and educate their children.

Maternitv benefit under the Februarv 26 l95l (Maternity the February 26 l95l (revised January 2 1953)
Labour Insurance Law provided 56 days'Ieave of absence from work, be-
fore and after confinement, with full wages.

.A.llegations sornetimes made in the west, tlat commune organisation has
broken- up the family unit, appear to be without foundation. In the course

r See also below, pp 23-25.

of an extensive tour ranging from Shanghgi to Harbin in 1967, I visited
several cofllmunes with separate family accommodation - often in semi-
detached houses - and with grandparents still present. Ilowever, ttre much
more extended clan f.ami7y, previously sanctified by veneration of ancestors,
is certainly disappearing - indeed, it has been disappearing at least for
two generations past.

Ufestern-style expressions of romantic love are definitely out of favour.
Priority is given to community and state service, within which love and
marriage may find their place in a 2- or 3-generation family unit. The
emphasis on small farnilies previously noted* seryes a double purpose:
children are better cared for, and mothers hgve more time to work outside
the home and to study.

It is not possible to say in precise statistical terms how far women's
emancipation has progressed today, but there is impressive evidence for the
period up to 1959. Some 100 million women began to participate in pro-
duction in 1958, and in 1958-59 the number of women factory and office
employees rose from 3.2 to over 8 million. (Equal pay for equal work is
applied in China, with Mao Tsetung's saying often quoted: 'Women occupy
half the sky'.) In rural areas, 90 per cent of all able-bodied women were
engaged in agriculturBl work and 30 million on water-conservancy projects.
In 1957 able-bodied peasant men worked an average of 249 days, rising to
300 days in 1959; in the same pericd women increased their contribution
from 166 to250 daysz7. The number of women students in higher education
rose from 27;000 in 1949 to 150,000 in 195828.

lThatever fluctuations there may have been since 1959, it is clear to any
visitor to China today that women are playing their full part in all spheres,
except that they are under-represented on revclutionary committees, a fact
that is freely admitted to be the result of a political shortcoming of men
and women alike.

Educational progress and ideology
China's first modern school system following the Imperial School Regu-

lations of 1903 was modelled on that of Japan, in turn modelled on that of
France. Reforms n L9l2 and 1922 reflected U.S. influence and established
a sequence of : 6 yegrs' primary schooling, 3 years' junior middle-school and
3 years' senior middle-school, followed by 4 years' undergraduate study.
Even in its later development, this system had provided schools for fewer
than 40 per cent of school-age children and left 85 per cent of the popula-
tion illiterate2e. Since the 1949 Liberation, education has passed through a
period of very rnpid growth in the number of students, a great development
of part-time education, a shortening of many courses, the establishment of
a constant relationship of study to work, and - above all - a complete
change in the ideological content of education at all levels.

A primpry school population of tearly 24 million n 1949-50 rose to
nearly 64.3 million in 1957, by which time nearly all urbm children were
attending primary school. A peak pre-1949 figure of 1,496,000 middle-
r Above, pp 3-4.
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school pupils rose to 6,281,000 in
student population of 155,000 rose to
fields - ttre year 1958 saw a Great
school and university education, wh
in
sy
of
integrated state system.

26 in the south-west.) By end-1956 a

teaching posts in these institutes.

The chinese Academy of Sciences was established in 1949. It expanded
from an initial 17 researlh bodies to 57 by 1956, with 20 times the number
of research workers, and a l2-year development plan was adopted (1956'
671tr.

An August 1951 State
recognition of the status
classes, within the nation
was made to the diffculties facing w
that time could hope to progress far
quence, and to a new enlarged role for
f^or peaiants and workers were established; notably, over 30,000 part-time
agricultural high schools.

As it is the expression of an overall outlook on her needs and objectives,
China's social po- ver, if pny aspect

is to be singlid her educational
ideology. Wiih s a society still in
the mi-king, the cannot be over-
estimated.

The contemporary transformation
in the ideas practiced in the Kiangsi
in the late 1920s and early 1930s. T
(1934-35), there was integrat
provision too for specialised
tionships that were stressed
the relationship of education to ma
Communist commitment to technic
on many occasions pnd expressed in t
ture ani education of the new China is defined in that Programme, as

national, scientific, and poPular.

The classroom is not regarded as the sole, or even the main means of
public education. Sport, briadcasting, publishing, the cinema and ttreatre,

and art, are all cited; and - most importandy - stress is laid on the
personal expetimce of public seroice in work and leisure, i.e. learning by
doing.

Growth in popular arts and national expression
Preceding sections have illustrated China's social policy by reference to

particular reforms within the mainstream of the Chinese revolution, indi-
cating connections inherent in the Chinese approach to industrialisation and
socialism. A pause in the historical account is appropriate to emphasise the
qualitative change in social structure that had been achieved. Later sections
will treat less of events, statistics, and the material contained in legislation,
and will be more concerned with political problems, social structure, and
ideology.

The period 1958-60 is a useful one at which to pause, for there is no
doubt that by then the new China had attained a certain maturity of style
and expression. This was especially evident in October 1959, on the occasion
of the tenth anniversary celebrations of the People's Republic. Peking, bea-
con of the revolution, tiad taken on a quite new ippearance. The upsurge in
building construction had more than doubled the total floor-space of the
pre-I-iberation city. Vast new structures and monuments illustrated scien-
tific and cultural progress, as well as revolutionary sacrifice and devotion.

The Lu Hsun Museum had already opened on October 19 1956, the
twentieth anniversary of the writer's depth33, and the Peking Planetarium
on Septernber 29 1957. There followed the colossal Gr:at Hall of the
People on the west side of the Tien An M:n Square, itself enlarged from
the original 11 to 40 hectares. On the south side of this square the Monu-
ment to the People's Heroes - begun August I 1952 - was unveiled on
May 1 1959: it commemorates those who gave their lives from the time of
the Old Democratic Revolution (1840 onwards) as well as those who fell
during the Liberation and later. On the east sid: of the Tien An Men
square stand the Military Museum of the Chinese People's Revolution, and
the Museum of Chinese History built in 1959. The Central Museum of
Natural History east of Tien Chiao was opened on January I 1959, and tlc
Art Museum in 1960.

In the field of sport, the Peking S7orkers' Stadium was undertaken by the
All-China Federation of Trade Unions in September 1958. The stadium
and swimming-pools were completed in August 1959. The gymnasium, be-
gun in December 1959, took 15 months to complete. These were only a few
of the outstanding building achievements of that time, promoting physical
health and good performance in sports and swimming.

In quite other directions, music, literature, and the arts, all gave distinc-
tive expression to the new China both in the mass media and in face-to-face
performances. By 1958 the circulation of newspapers was over 5 times that
of 1950, that of journals 15 times, and of books 9 times; the nurnber of
feature films produced, and of film-projection units, increased nearly 20
times over 194934.

t5 t6



Folk operas and dancing rapidly developed in army units and neighbour-
hood and city organisations, on the basis of trgditions born in the 1930s.
Unassuming stories of everyday devotion, as well as heroic episodes of the
Long March and the Anti-Japanese War, became popular favourites. In ex-
perimental urbpn communes the production of traditional handicrafts was
extended with modern themes. Enthusiasm for table-tennis penetrated into
every corner of the People's Republic. Vividly impressive with their collec-
tive effort and meticulous organisation) were the mass exhibirions, parades
and callisthenics on national holidays.

By this time too, there had already been many controversies over ttre
s:yle and cont3nt of proletarian culture.*

3. TI{E EMERGENCE OF TWO LINES

Social progress and social structure by 1958-60
S7hat sort of society had China becorne by about 1958-60?
An answer cannot be easy. It was clear that many features of the pre-1949

society had been abolished - at least, tn the lormal sense. New social re-
lations were in the making, some associated with technical progress and
industrialisation, others with co-operation and socialism. Government policy
was sumrnarised in the Thtee Red Banners - the General Line of socialist
construction, the Great Leap Forward, and the People's Communes.

It is easier to record the details of social progress than to judge their
significance for social structure. The June 1960 Peking National Conference
of outstanding groups and individuals in socialist construction in education,
culture, health, physical culture and journalism, attended by over 6,000
delegates and others from 28 provinces, municipalities, and autonomous
regions, was the first major meeting of its kind since the foundation of the
People's Republic. It was the occasion for a valuable review of progress: but
this very progress implied far-reaching problems. China's cultural rcoolu-
tion was already in debate, even before it acquired ideological and political
form as the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in 1965-663s.

Many interesting statistics were reported to the National Conference.
Over 7 million pecple were by 1950 professionally employed in culture and
education, with a further 30 million in a spare-time capacity. Illiteracy had
been eliminated among over 100 million people.

The reforrn of the Chinese written language was a notable aspect of the
literacy campaign36. In January 1956 the State Council had published three
lists of characters: 230 simplified characters for immediate adoption, a fur-
ther 285 of which 95 were introduced on a trial basis in June 1956, and a

* Below, p 42.

further list of 54 simplified radicals (component parts of characters common
to a class of characters). A speech by Chou En-lai on January 10 1958 indi-
cated government interest at the highest level in the details of the reform,
and an appreciation of popular need:

We should consider the question of language reform from the stand-
point of the 6O0 million people and not from personal habit or tem-
porary convenience3T.

Even on an issue as apparendy non-political as language reform, two lines
of policy had plready emerged. Since Liberation there had been a constant
process of ideological re-rnoulding to ensure that professional people would
serve the masses and help construct a new society - and not merely live
their professional lives aloof and secluded as before. The Chinese Com-
munist Party and state organisations faced dre need to change the bourgeois
outlook of intellectuals on virtually every social issue, even that of language
reform. The perioC 1957-6L called forth a red and expert campaign, for
competent public service and pLeft political position as well.

should the concepts themselves of rank and elite be rejected, and government
and cadres merged with the masses to raise the cultural level of the entire
nation: to abolish class distinction pltogether?

These were not
in the elimination
already produced

Furthermore, millions of people now enjoyed a new-found energy and
interest in public affairs, as a result of bstter nutrition and regular employ-
ment. In public health, China now had scm"e -?90,000 medical and health-
protection institutes - lO7 times tht pre-I-iberation r::mber - and a
public-health network based on the c form. Smallpox
and kala-azar were almost eliminated greatly reduced.
The Chinese Red Cross - reorganise er organisations,
stressed the prevention of disease and p".:blicity work, with very impressive
results.

But would China now be simply 'modernised' in her new welfare, or
would she rather secure her rvelfare in a socialist society?

Mao Tsetung's theses on contradictions a:nong the people
To the foregoing issues, many rnore were added by 1958-60. There was

the question of China's international position. There were the practical prob-
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lems arising from her three years of natural disasters (1959-61). There was
a growing dispute with the USSR, which was to culminate in the withdrawal
of Sovieiassiitance to China (both in men and in materials) in August 1960.

On February 27 1957 Mao Tse crucially important
speech at the eleventh session of the onference, later pub-
Iished under the tide: On the coruect radictions atnong thc

contradictions. Here follow some key passages3s.

. certain contradictions do exist between the government and the
masses. These include contradictions between the interests of t}te state,
collective interests and individual interests; between democracy and
centralism; between those in positions of leadership and the led, and
contradictions grising from the bureaucratic practices of certain state
functionaries in their relations with the masses. All these are contra-
dictions among the people. Generally speaking underlying the contra-
dictions among the people is the basic identity of interests of the
people. . . .

In 1942 we worked out the formula 'unity-criticism-unity' to describe
this democratic method of resolving contradictions among the people.
To elaborate, this means to start off with a desire for unity and resolve

criticism or struggle so as to achieve a new
. . The basic contradictions in socialist society
the relations of production and the productive

forces, and betureen the superstructure and ttre economic base
survivals of bourgeois ideology, bureaucratic ways of doing things in
our state organs, and flaws in certain links of our state institutions
stand in contradiction to the economic base of socialism. . . .

is not so much in fashion now. This being the case, we must improve
our ideological and political work . . . Not to have a correct political
point of view is like having no soul.

It rvill take a considerable time to decide the issue in the ideological
struggle between socialisrn Bnd capitalism in our country. This is be-
cause the influence of the bourgeoisie and of the intellectuals who come

from the old society will remain in our country as the ideology of a
class for a long time to come. Failure to grasp this, or still worse, failure
to understand it at all, can lead to the gravest mistakes - to ignoring
the necessity of waging the suuggle in the ideological field.

Mao went on to list six criteria for distinguishing 'fragrant flowers' from
'poisonous weeds' in Chinese political life, of which the most important
concerned the socialist path and leadership of the Chinese Cornmunist Party.

Political struggle and two lines of policy
A major debate on China's policies had evidently begun, as reflected in

Mao's theses. Then, dispute over the Great Leap Forward - its early diffi-
culties, worsened by the three years of natural disasters - provided the
starting-point for a new phase of the political struggle.

Two lines of policy formed around the following issues:
What was the appropriate strategy for socialist construction? Should this

strategy emphasise incentive techniquesr- individual ,reylld, and individual
competition - or team work and the volunteer spirit? rWhat should be tie
relations between town and country, workers and peasants, and between
mental and manual labour? To what extent should the Party alone decide
policy, and to what extent consult the people? How much initiative should
be granted to provinces and local government agencies, and how much
retained at the centre? UTas there more scope for worker-participation in
management? ]ust how relevant was the USSR as a mod:l for China, in
agriculture, in industry, and in the armed fcrces?

Liu Shao-chi and his supporters tended, explicitly or implicitly, to
favour individual material incentives: a markedly higher status for skilled
workers, intellectuals and town-dwellers as compared with manual workers
and peasants; centralisation; and the Soviet example. In particular, Liu
stressed subjective effort and self-cultivation. His book FIozp to be a good
communist (originally published in July 1939, and reprinted many times
thereafter) was re-published in a revised version in August 1962 it a double
issue of the iournal Red Flag3e.

Mao Tsetung and his supporters called for much more equalitarianism;
fewer or no material incentives; decentralisation; and cateful study and
adoption of successful policies already to be found in cases of agricultural
and industrial rnanagement in Chrna itself. Mao's line reflected the principle
of self-reliance to an unusual degree, e.g. the government calling on factories
and communes to organise their own soc:ial security. The mass character of
China's needs in public health and education implied the almost complete
abolition of class distinctions in health services, and the provision of basic
services of all kinds where there were few of, none, rather than the pursuit
of expensive research. Mao Tsetung criticised the Ministry of Culturc ps

well as the Ministry of Health for being cut of touch with popular needs: if
tltey remained out of touch, they should be renamed 'Ministry of Heplth
for Urban Overlords' and 'Ministry of Emperors, Kings, Generals and
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Ministers', 'Ministry of Talents and Beauties' or 'Ministry of Foreign
Mummies'.

an ideological character.

Criticism of Liu Shao-chi

ces to the dictatorship of the proletgriat); and for deleting Stalin's name too
(in the process, deleting also the name of Engels). These general and par-
ticular features of Liu's revised book were taken to be in line with current

cultural revolution. It was stressed that

* See also below, pp 30-31,36-37,40-

4. THECULTURAL REVOLUTION

Rural [ife: organisation and ideology
Three yeprs of natural disasters (1959-61) strengthened the hand of those

who wished to slow down tle pace of rural collectivisation, and there were
reversions to pre-commune forms of management (to advanced producer
co-operatives).* Concessions were made to individual producers from 1960
onwards, in the 'three extensions and I guarantee': extensions of private
plots, free markets, and small independent enterprises, and a guarantee of
output quotas based on the household. One problem was that this retreat
frcm the original 1958 ideal might develop its own mornentum, and many
cadres and Party members become discouraged in making too many con-
cessions to private ps against public interests. Another problem was ttre need
to strengthen public scrutiny of officials, such as had been previously re-
quired at critical times - n 1942 during the anti-]apanese war) in 1952 n
the 'three antis' and 'five antis'** and in the 1957 'rectification campaign'.

A rurgl socialist education campaign was accordingly launched in 1962-63,
to enquire into and where necessary rectify corruption in the keeping of
accounts, storage) public property and 'workpoint' systems of payment. It
developed into a much broader movement in 1964-65: the Four Clean-Ups
or 'four cleans' in econorny, politics, organisation and ideology. Poor- and
middle-peasa ign against economism (the ptirsuit
of private or organisations, and against bureau-
cratism in m ' were also called for - 4n appeal

member of the Central Committee of the Party at its Ninth Congress in
April 1969.

In 1956 a workpoint system of payment ha,d been adopted at Tachai.
Production meetings agreed on a system of rewards, based on the relative
difficulty of agricultural tasks. Allocat:on of rewards wrs required to be
made both to individuals and to teams_. and - togeth:r with a system of
bonuses - the complicated calculations took up much time and provided
scope for disputes. The Mao Tsetung line of criticism was that workpoints
had been 'put in cornmand'.

But in 1960, the Tachai Brigade experimented with a new system: work-
points now changed their meaning. Each peasant w.as awarded an agreed
valuation of his personal uark-capacity, atived, at by team discussion. This

*, Below, p 49: Amendments to the 1958 resolution.r* Above, p 8,
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co.nsider mutual criticisma3.

Public health and traditional rnedicine

also stimulated greater effectiveness of treatment44.
A revival of interest in traditional Chinese rnedicine was another outcome

of the Mao Tsetung line in rural public health. Acupuncture) cautery, cup-

ping and herbs were praised as effective and economical. This was not an
entiiely new development, but rather a reassertion of uends that had ap-
peared before.

At the time of Liberation China had sorne 10,000 western-type doctors

was praised in late 1954 and there was criticism of
r Director of Public Health in Heilungkiang, $7ang

Pin, who regarded it as no more than a stopgap. By 1957 thgre_were over
50,000 clinics. They were replaced by commune-run public health centres
in 1958.

doctors was confirmed
Chinese Medical Asso
on self-reliance (in this
example) brought the

integration of the two types of medicine much closer. By 1966 there were
200p00 doctors with 5 years' training in both, and 33Q000 graduptes of the
new'secondary medical schools' providing shoft courses.

There have also been changes in the management of large chemists' shops
he general pub-
doctors of the

d of a campaign

Urban medical servicea: the exarnple of a Shanghai hospital
The ' clistrict of Shang-

hai is e medical services
during , influences as well

being revised in terms of both efiectiveness and ideology.
1n-patients'most common ailments were acute abdominal diseases, bone

fractule, heart- liver- and kidney diseases, and high blood-pressure. There

I
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effect. There were adequate provisions for infant vaccination and factory
workers' medicpl inspection.

As elsewhere, trade unions were responsible for the administrative ar-
rangements concerning hospital meatment for their members. The cost of
treatment for trade unionists and their families was borne by the factory
trade union, but a charge was m3de for food and sent to their factory.
Patients without a health-service cover, paid the following state-fixed charges:
appendix removal, 10 yuan; a major operation, 35 or
modation, 1 yuan 50 cents daily. Most patients were
tion from a factory or local clinic, but the hospital
without prior recommendation.

Of the 84 doctors, traditional medicine n 1967 was practised by 4, 1 of
whom specialised in acupuncture. Children's medical care was being revised
and improved, and both prBctical work and research were incteasingly re-
lated to'mass'needs rather tlan to rare and difficult cases.

wi *T"Ul"tuT,flll3Yt',#ii:il
all - provide first-aid training.

Educational reform
The central importance of China's educational ideology has alrepdy been

emphasised.* The cultural revolution was the occasion of a decisive streng-
thening of educational principles and, especialln their applicption. In his
statement of May 7 1966 Mao Tsetung reaffirmed the Yenan spirit, and his
comments were embodied in Point 10 of the Sixteen Po'ircfs Communist
Party Central Committee decision of August 8 1966 on the cultural revolu-
tiona6. Mao had said:

!7hi1e the students' main task is to study, they should, in addition to
their studies, learn other things - that is, industrial work, farming and
military afiairs. They should also criticise the bourgeoisie. The period
of schooling should be revolutionised, and the domination of our schools
by bourgeois intellectuals should by no means be allowed to continue.

Teaching in schools and colleges throughout China was in fact suspended
during the academic year 1966-67, and many colleges remained closed at
least until 1968. Students took up extra-mural activities: on communes, they
promoted literacy drives or welfare work with old people, as with students
at the Peking Politics and Law Institute which I visited; or they supported
the take-over of factories and offices by workers upholding the Mao Tsetung
line against the influence of Liu Shao.chi.

)

t

The most important educational reform afiected student eruolment in
senior middle-schools and higher education. On June 13 1966 the Crntral
Committee of the Party and the State Council issued a notice abolishing the
existing entrance-examinations and recommending a new type of enrolment,
combining recommendation and selection in which proletarian politics are
put first and the mass line is followed . . . the best students rvill be admitted,
selected from among those recommended for their outstanding moral, in-
tellectual and physical qqlities.

The Peoplds Dally pointed out the significance of the traditional examina-
tion system in maintaining an'establishment' and pn 'elite':

Again and again the Central Committee of the Party and Chairman
Mao have pointed out that the old bourgeois educptional system, in-
cluding the enrolling of students by examination, must be thoroughly
transformed. This old examination system of enrolling students is most
dangerous and harmful to our socialist cause. It places not proletarian
but bourgeois politics in command, it places school marks in command.
This system is a serious violation of the Party's class line, shuts out
many outstanding children of workers, poor- and lower-middle peasants,
revolutionary cadres, revolutionary army men, and revolutionary mar-
tyrs, and opens the gates wide to the bourgeoisie to cultivate its own
successors. This system is a great obstacle to the revolutionising of
young people's minds and encourages them to become bourgeois
specialists by the bourgeois method of 'making one's own way' and
achieving individual fame, wealth, and position . . . It is not only the
system of enrolment that requires tpnsforming, all the arrangements
for schooling, for testing, for going up or not going up to the higher
class, and so on must be transformed, and so must the content of
educationaT.

These remarks touch on much more than the place of education in China

- they are relevant to the social structure of all countries. !(/riters on the
sociology of education, a field of study in the west that considers the rela-
tionship of education to social class and to socjal mobility (movement up
and down a 'social ladder' of occupational prestige), have concluded that
education is today the main determinant of social position: hence the im-
portance of educational opportunitya8. As for the exam'ration system -despite acknowledgment of its technical imperfections or even of its undesir-
ability on educational grounds, it is more than ever the mechanism of
occupational (and thereby social) selection. As one Professor of Education
has put it, the examination system regulates all manner of prospects (in-
cluding the important prospect of taking more examinations):

Examination results determine a whole range of starting points through-
out the occupationpl structure. They also play an important part in
deciding occupational ceilings - as any astute reader of the situations
vacant columns will have noticed. And because, in contemporary so-
ciety, occupation determines a whole range of other opportunities frorn

{ Above, pp 15-16
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place the success rate of their school at too great 3 risk ' . . half of the

iupils are identified as failures at least a lear before school leaving
age4e.

In China the cultural revolution did not abolish all examination tech-

the army:

In the problem of transf is the teachers who are ttre
main problem . . . The should take over the man-
agerneint of state-run pr e rural areas. The teachers

t
I

i
1
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pare, learn) catch up, help', was proclaimed. Industrial work-teams studied
each others'methods.

In particulpr, the revolutionary tradition of managers working at the
bench was to be revived and extended. This movement, dissolving mana-
gerial exclusiveness, was soon to be a central feature of the cultural revolu-
rion in indusuy. It was a movement going back to 1927, when Party leaders
and Red Armv officers besan to soend a resular oart of their time withand Red Army officers began to spend a regular part of their
rank-and-file soldiers crowins food and later - durins the anrank-and-file soldiers growing f
war - in handicrafts and lightwar - in handicrafts and light industry. In urban shops, in transport, on
construction sites, managers and technicians worked alongside the rank-
and-fi.Ie on one or more days each week; Party, government and other cadres
worked in factories or on communes at least one monttr a year. Army officers
spent one month a year as ordingry soldiers. Mao Tsetung, Chou En-lai and
other leaders took a hand in digging the Ming Tombs Reservoir. Thus,
Iabour was regarded as the yardstick by which the people measured a

cadre's closeness to them, and respect for andcadre's closeness to them, and respect tor and apprecrAtron oI labour lm-
proved leadership. In ttre wider sense, the end of exclusiveness in the
division of labour would help eliminate differences between mental and
manual work - thereby reducing and eliminating also, personal and group
difierences in social status.

A striking example of persistent self-reliance in L958-62 was provided by
3 construction of a 12,000-ton hydraulic press in the outskirts of Shang-
A strkmg example ot persrstent selt-relri

the construction of a 12,000-ton hydraulicthe construction of a 12,000-ton hydraulic press in the outskirts of Shang-
hai. A product of the Great Leap Forward, the construction of this press
was undertaken against the advice of Soviet experts who listed the diffi-against the advice of Soviet experts who listed the diffi-
culties: lack of smelting furnpces and large-capacity cranes, the need to im-
Dort heaw machine-tools. the shortase of technicians. 'Top people' in theport heavy machine-tools, the shortage of tec
Party agreed with the Soviet view, and arrangements were made to import
the materials for such a press from Czechoslovakia; but before these mate-
rials were delivered, the press itself was built.

A score of young engineers tackled the design problem; only one engineer
among them, rather older, had even seen such a press. Factories with small-
and medium-size presses were visited and in two months the team was
ready for comparative analysis. Thus, no foreign machine was copied -the team designed their own.

With much experiment, and the construction of a small 1,200-ton press
as a model, a welded structure was built which a Soviet welding expert
oronounced - to his own surorise - as sood. The oress finallv went intopronounced - to his own surprise - as good. The press finally went
opergtion n 1962. Appropriately enough, toy models of this press later r
their aopearance in the shoos of Shanehai and elsewhere.
opergtion n 1962. .

their appearance in:ir appearance in the shops of S

By 1964 China was producingBy 1964 China was producing 85-90 per cent of her machinery arrd steel
requirements, as against 60 per cent and 75 per cent respectively in 1957.
In the growth of the motor-car industry, for example, the problem was toIn the growth of the motor-car industry, for example, the problem was to
make it independent of imports: its self-sufEciency was only 19 per ceDt in
1956, but over 98 per cent by 1965s2. Constant innovation and experiment
broueht about this result. with nvo kinds of suoervision - one from leader-brought about this result, wi
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- during the anti-Japanese

iation of labour im-

ns. 'Top people' in the

:ely enough, toy models of this press later made
of Shanghai and elsewhere.
:ins 85-90 Der cent of her machinerv and steel

kinds of supervision - one from leader-

ship above, and another from the workers below - which were gready
extended during the cultural revolution.

By 1965 the crises of 1959-61 both in industry and pgriculture had been
more than overcome. An entirely new basis for further advance had been
established. In terms of Mao Tsetung thought, a rned
into a good thing. Probably the most specta this
period - certainly one which proused the keen out-
side China - was the first nuclear-test explosion on October 16 1964. The
first thermo-nuclear (hydrogen) test was to come on June 17 1967, and
the first space satellite on April 25 1970. Henceforth if not before, a con-
sideration of China's technical progress and social policy would require
present-day and not merely historical comparisons with other advanced
industrial nations.

Just as the Tachai Brigade* was quoted as a model for rural organisarion,
so the Taching Oilfield was upheld as a model of industrial initiative and
self-reliance. The first well was drilled on September 3O 1959, the eve of
China's tenth National Day. I7ith technical innovations and the supplemen-
tary working of adjoining pastureland the harvesting of soya beans and
grain, and the development of Taching as a d
concept of an 'oil city' was rejected by the
industrial complex made its appearance that
third of China's crude petroleum.

The politics of management
The struggle between 'two lines' of policy in industry was waged in

large measure over ttre socio-economic methods to be adopted to stimulate

be
of
it

a neaeil
lt 1964

dismissed
Both Liu

and Peng were cri
and welfare in the
struggle - and ra
tions. They were



classes and class struggle, which further implied the suitability on mana-
serial srounds alone of former capitalists as factorv directorss3.gerial grounds alone of former capitalists as

plants, agricultural machinery, and rubber, gluminium, tractor and motor-
car factories. Not the size of these undertakings, but that they were to be
virtually independent of local Party committees owing to the 'specialised'
and 'vertical' character that was claimed for them, was the point of the
controversy. They would moreover leave litde scope for innovations con-
tributed by ordinary workers, and this had already been regarded as a
major drawback in the employrrent of Soviet advisors (before their with-
drawal in August 1960).

The Liu Shao-chi line of 'expertise' and 'one-man management' was
attacked for its social exclusiveness. Lenin's warnings against the degenerp-
tion of the Bolsheviks into an 'industrial party', the division of the Soviet
Communist Party into industrial and agricultural sections, Soviet economic
reforms, and the bad example of 'economic overlordship' by Kao Kang in
Heilungkiang in 1949-54, were all brought into the debate.

By mid-1967 the steel industry's 'Anshan Constitution' dating back to
March 22 1960 was being proclaimed as the best defence against bureau-
cracy. Its principles were: putting politics in commpnd, strengthening Party
leadership, promoting mass movements, fostering technical revolution, and
close co-operation between workers, cadres and technicians - foreshadow-
ing the ttiple alliance (3-in-1 combination) of cadres, rebels, and local army
men, the characteristic organisation of the cultural revolution, as will be
seen below.

The course of revolution*
An historic transformation does not begin and end at set moments.
)wever, the cultural revolution may perhaps be conventionally dated
rm Iune I 1965 (abolition of insisnia of rank in the armv) or from No-

However, the cultural revolution may
from June I 1965 (abolition of insignia of rank in the army) or from No-
vember f0 1965 (publication of Yao S7en-yuan's critical article in a ShavemDer lu ryo) (puDucauon or rao wen-yuan-s crlucal aruqe rll a DDang-
hai newspaper), to September 7 1968 (national celebration of the establish-
ment of Revolutionarv Committees all over China) or Aoril 24 1969
hai newspaper), to September 7 1968 (national celebration of the establish-
ment of Revolutionary Committees all over China) or April 24 1969
(conclusion of the Ninth National Congress of the Chinese Communist
Party).

Major events included: the formation of Red Guard groups in the sum-
mer of 1966; student revolutionary criticism of Peking University directors,
and the reorganisation of the Peking Party Committee (June 1966); the

* See also above, pp G7.
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y directorss3.
waves of criticism of Party leaders such as Peng Chen, Lo Jui-ching, and
more especially Liu Shaechi, Teng Hsiao-ping and Peng Teh-huai in
early- and mid-1966; the Sixteen Points Central Committee decision (Au-
gust 8 1966); the January 1967 Shanghai Revolution; the February 1967
'adverse current' against the Mao Tsetung line; the development of the
Revolutionary Committees' triple allionce; and the ejection from positions

tion of Mao Tsetung thought were of the essence.



5. IDEOLOGY and POLITICS for a NEW SOCIETY

socialist ideology and of China's nationa

The coming
The plmo pheaval

that was the greater
error could be made than to think of merely
some power-struggle wrthin the Party. Indeed it was that - but far more
too. A fundamental assertion of oooular will- a nassirmare discoverv nftoo. A fundamental assertion of popular will, a passionate discovery of
socialist ideology and of China's national identity,-transformed mankind,s
largest society and endowed it with entirely new status in the international
Communist movement and in world affairs-

The cultural revolution is an expression of entirely indigmu.ts forces at
work in Chinese life. Many previous upheavals in Chinese history had been
coloured by extraneous factors.

^ One mpy recall the Taiping revolutionary movement (1851-64) whose
founder borrowed from Protestant Christian doctrine; the Reform move-
ment of 18-98 lgd by Kang Yu-wei, advocating western-style constitutional
monarchy for China; the Yi Ho Tuan (Boxer) movement it the turn of the

originally established as a secret so-
nasty; and Sun Yat-sen's movement,

some measure Japan had done, and
tion as a possible guide. There was

with its attendant international and
e entire history of the Chinese Com-

munist Party itself hithertq with its historic probllm of deciding on rhe
relevance of Soviet experience.

V/ith the coming of a new gen
has been proclaimed, expressing
policy, defence, rural and urban
ganisation and cultural values.

achieved with the use of the little
Mao Tsetung and of dazibao (big-
and example of the People's Liber-

Liu and his supporters minimised the relevance of Mao,s works, but
educated town-dwellers had taken to rhem just after Liberation and there
was.a surge of interest in the countryside in 1955. Early in 1960 Vice-
Chairm indeed univeisal, studv. The
little re t, in the pLA, spiead iri tgSl,
became and ran into a secon^d edition with
a forew 1966).

. Another daily element of the cultural revolution was the dazibao,, regu-
larly_ renewed and covering almost all wall-space in the streets. The use"of
dazibao had previously been comrnended by-Mao Tsetung in l958sa. They
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a passionate discovery of

now expressed revolutionary criticism and repudiation of Top Party Persons
in Authority Taking the Capitalist Road and of China's Khrushchev, criti-
cism of local officials, and public debate on the struggle for power.

As an essential component of the Chinese style of mobilisation, the use
of slogans and of psychesocial and group targets deserves special mention.
While they are particularly associated with the PLA, their influence has
extended very far in all sections of society. Thus, there are the i Main
Rules ol Discipline, the 8 Points for Attmtion, the 3-8 tYorking Style, the
4-Good Companies, the 4 Firsts and the 3 Supports ond 2 Militmies, with
the constant quotation of revolutionary maximsss. There are also the 3
Constantly-Re'od, A.rticles by Mao Tsetung. These are: 'Serve the people'
(September 8 1944), urging mutual assistance and reverence for those who
died in the cause of public servicel 'In memory of Norman Bethune' (De-
cernber 21 1939), a tribute to a member of the Communist Party of Canada
who died in the medical service of the Eighth Route Army aod an apprecia-
tion of his intemationalist spirit; and 'The foolish old man who removed
the mountains' (June Il 1945), a call for persistent effort in the overthrow
of imperialism and feudalism:

S7e should fire the whole people with the conviction that China belongs
not to the reactionaries but to the Chinese peoples6.

Everyday life in China is thus given a sense of purpose and direction that

Army (PLA)
all men and ttre
1956-59 criti viet

armed forces as a model for China, and ttrere emerged an accompanying
movement .against excessive military professionalisation. This movement
was related to the ideology and politics of. the Three Red Bonners - the
General Line, the Great Leap Fotward, and the People's Corranunes -and culminated in the dismissal of the Defence Minister, Marshal Peng
Teh-huai, in September 1959. He was replaced by Lin P!ao, who became
not only Defenct Minister but later also head of the Red Guards and, as

Vice-Chairman, deputy to Mao Tsetung.
In Hanschow h 1967. followine a t

hsiang's memorig
ln Hangchow h 1967, following a tour of PLA comrade Tsai Yung-
ians's memorial exhibitionsT. a PLA officer stressed to me that armv rankstressed to me that armyu lueurvrrFr

badges (introduced in f955) were abolished on June 1 f965 in response to
popular pressure, and to drscourage self-interest and false pride. Further-
more, the differences in pay between ranks were very narrow. -l-his equalr-
tarian trend, begun in the PLA, was to extend to all aspects of life duringtarian trend, begun in the l'LA, was to extend to all asPects ot llte clur
the cultural revblution, together with long-established PLA techniques

of life during
techniques of

tarian trend, begun in the

consultation and discussion between officers and soldiers and among the
soldiers themselves.

From criticism to revolu,tion
The first dazi.bao criticism by seven students on the Top People at Pe-

king University was broadcast on June 1 1966s8. After attempts by oppon-



intervened on August 5 with a doaiboo of his own, Bombail the Head-
quarters! 

- and a ferocious struggle for power was unleashed.quarters! 
- and a

ents to tear down tlis first dazibao, and the suppression by Top People in
mid-June and again in mid-July of the first wavebf revolurion, Mao himself

insipia, Buddhist relics, property title-deeds and weapons. Museums and
exhibitions were re-stocked. Over 2,000 Peking streets were re-named in
revolutionary style within a year. Accompanied by constaot processions,
song and dances, the movement passed on to a bitter struggle within each
city, factory, farm and school, between the rival ideologies of Liu Shaechi
and Mao Tsetung.

The new ideal of revolutionary organisation that emerged was rhe tiple
alliqnce (3-in-l combination) of cadres, revolutionary workers and Party
members, and local PLA representatives, in a revolutionary committee.
This replaced the bureaucracy which previously functioned, too often as a

closed unit, to administer factories, schools and municipalities.

The seizure of powen
At a Shanghai clock factory the seizure of power by its take-over com-

mittee was described as follows:
Publicity given over the radio on June I 1966 to the first daziboo attack

on Peking University directors was taken - as in most cases throughout
the countr factory bureaucrats.
Following e was established at
this clock ced with pn adverse
current of anghai municipality.
However, factory workers receiving extra pay under this influence were
persuaded to retum it - 80 per cent being recovered by January 1967.

In this instance if not elsewhere) the successful revolutionaries resisted
a 'paper-hat parade' to ridicule the former manage-

the accounts office on January 7 and the administra-
13, forming a tri.ple alliance on February 16. The
organised, Mao Tsetung thought was studied, and
tionary movements in Heilungkiang and Shensi (just
was considered for its relevance. The basic seizure

of power in this factory, we were proudly told, preceded by two days the
issue of the 'Urgent Notice' by other Shanghai rebels announcing 'ieir
seizure of power in the municipality.

Meanwhile in Shanghgi city, mass meetings on November 9 and Decem-
ber 18 1966 demanded, but failed to secure the attendance of Top People

,,wters! 
- and a ferocious struggle for power was

The formation of a new cultural revolution I

'I'he formation of a new cultural revolution group directly under the
standing committee of the Political Bureau had previously (May 16 1966)standing committee of the Political Bureau had previously (May 16 1966)
been announced in a circular of ttre central committee of the Party. There
was now published the Sixteen Points decisron concerning the cultural revo-
Iution (August 8), which came to be summarised as: stru*gle-citicism-
transforrnation, i.e. struggle aqainst and overthrow the Top People Takinetransforrnation, i.e. struggle against and overthrow the Top People Taking
the Capitalist Road, criticise and repudiate reactionary ideologyand bour-rne_Laprrallst r(oao, crlucrse and repuctrate reActtonary rdeology and bour-
geois academic authority, and transform education, literature and art to
corresDond with the socialist economic base.correspond with the

T\e Sixteen Points decision was reaffirmed in the central committee
communiqu6 of August 12, listing: democratic centralism and the tnass line

wide celebrations.

_ 
Daily cri by young red book

of. Quotcltio e) customs practical
form. Ther among rhe ominrang
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subiected him to public criticism. Their membership increased to 500, and
they finally took over the factory on January 14 L967. Factory administra-
tion was then simplified, office workers were released for the production
lines, and a triple alliance was established in April 1967.

In this instance, too, were raised not only the problems of social distance
between management and rank-and-file and of factory organisation, but
also of economism. The bourgeois management was conderhned for putting
profits 'in command'.

The tractor components produced here had a low profitability. The Top
People wished to produce high-profit goods instead of the low-profit items
more relevant to agriculture. For example, belt-wheels were in urgent de-
mand. to helo irrieate land sufferins from drousht. and telesrams weremand, to help irrigate land suffering
received to this effect at the factory.

drought, and telegrams were
re Top People isnored theset the factory. But the Top People ignored these

:ssed bv a larse bureaucracv of 16 administrativeappeals, and were buttressed by a large bureaucracy
sections -324 people, viz. over a quarter of the total of 1,140 ennployed.

Equalitarianism and classlesrness
The links between economics, politics and ideology illustrated in the

above examples mgy be pursued further with regard to the question ofabove examples mgy be pursued further with
equalitarianism and the soal of a classless societ,equalitarianism and the goal of a classless society.ualrtarranrsm ancl the goal ot a classless socrety.

There is no doubt that a general equality of conditions heightens the
preciation of sacrifices shared and of social solidaritv. Mao Tsetuns hasiation of sacrifices shared and of sociaappreclatron oI sacrrnces snared and oI socral soldarrty. A ao lsetung has

often stressed the need for diligence and frugality and in his 1957 theses
On the correct hondling of confuodiction arnong the people he regretted the
emergence of a dangerous tendency - an unwillingness to share the ioys
and hardships of the masses) a concern for personal fame and gain60.

Participation of cadres in manual work, and social equality in the army,
have already been noted.* The narrow range between lowest and highest
incomes in industry also represents a significant tr€nd. Factories which I
visited quoted their lowest monthly wage as around 35 yuan, their average
around 55, and their highest - this being that of the factory director him-
self - around 120. Since 1967 these differentials have actually narrowed.
Thus the range of wage-levels does not, in principle, exceed 4 to l.

In the early history of the Bolshevik Revolution, notably in the heroic
days of the Civil W'ar when manual work was volunteered unpaid by the
subbolni.ki ('Saturday communists') as in China now, the range of industrial
wages was as low as 2 to 1. But it increased by the end of the New Economic
Policy (1921-28) to 8 to 1. It rose further under Stalin's influence after
1931, and stood at 15 to I in the 1950s. Since 1959, official Soviet policy
has pioclaimed a narrowing - but this is unlikely to be achieved, as econ-
omic reforms have allowed 'market forces' to interfere with formal regula-
tions on wage-levels.

It was opposed by
political matters as
y. Some inequality
dical attention than

* Above, pp29,34.
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* Below, p 40.*r Above, p 35.
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Mao Tsetung

others; fertile land will enrich its tillers more than stony ground6l.
The essence of this question was put by Lenin on the occasion of the

second anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution. IJfith appropriate reference
to Engels' Anti-Duhring, he took equality to refer not to absolute equality
of rewards in money terms but to equolity in the abolition of classes which
was still to be achieved62.

Hence the need for the dictatorship of the proletariaf. This is the political
instrument to expropriate the landlords and capitalists. But after ttreir ex-
propriation, differences - indeed, contradictions - between workers,
peasants and other social groups, still remain. The goal of social justice,
i.e. a classless society, still remains. This is a matter not only of politics and
economics but of ideology as well.

These questions persisted in the further socialist development of the
USSR after Lenin's death in 1924 and they are the source of the Sino-
Soviet dispute over revisionism. The need for the dictatorship of the
proletariat, its methods, and its aims, all call for examination.

The Bolshevik Revolution established Soviet power, but the problem of
socialist construction was not finally resolved. Before his death Lenin came
to regret the employment by the Soviet government of former Tsarist offi-
cials: they might be working loyally and well in their professions, but they
did not appreciate nor were they devoted to the ultimate socialist and
communist purpose of Bolshevik rule. The task of socialist construction was
th: subject of debate between Stalin and Trotsky.

The new 'socialist offensive did not begin until 1928-29, with the Five-
Year Plan and farm collectivisation. Following industrialisation and collec-
tivisation, the 1936 Soviet Constitution proclaimed the USSR 'a socialist

masses.

The dic'tatorship of the proletariat

mation.**



The dictatorship of the proletariat, like so many other concepts - demo-
cracn liberty, socialism - is complex because it includes both abstract and
concrete elements. The concrete and particular enrich the abstract and
general, helping to disabuse us of the supposition that a few 'basic defini-

omplete understanding of political life.
than explain. All concepts, be they ab-
and particular associations and provide

groups to study the little red book of. Qrctations and the j ConstantlyReod.
Articles and consider the meaning of 'serye the people' and 'fight self,
repudiate revisionism'.

Education and re-moutrding: policy towards class ene,mies
The exercise of the dictaiorship of the proletariat and the metlods of

political struggle in China have been quite difierent from those in Sulin's
Russia. The Chinese themselves regard Stalin's methods as ineffective, as
they could only 'touch the skin and not the soul'. The basic problem is: to
arouse men to serve the people. This is an ideological problem, and un-
likely to be solved by terror or the mere removal from office of particular
individuals.

discussion, and not destroyed.
In his Report to the Ninth Party Congress of"April I 1969' Lin Piao put

the policy on education and re-moulding and the exercise of the proletarian

ing, and who should be dealt with in accordance with the law6a.
* On basic difierences between Western and Chinese cutureJ see above, p 5
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Underlying this policy on education and re-moulding lies the dialectical
concept unity-citicism-unity.* This assumes an ultimate desire for unity
on the part of all involved in politics, and the resolution of disagreements
and contradictions by criticism or struggle in order to re-unite on a new
basis. It does not imply the elimination of opponents so much as the elimin-
ation of problems by means of a heightening in awareness of the issues
raised in debate. Tuo lincs are latent always, but only with reference to
particular 

- and transient - problems and circumstances. The concept
has ultimately an inclusive and collectivist implication rather than a divisive
one.

Examples of the achievement of reconciliation and unity have on occa-
sion reached very far. Two historic cases of personal reconciliation with
the new China deserve mention here, for they provide fascinating glimpses
of a vanished pge and, therebn serye as valuable aids for an appreciation
of the present time.

The first case is that of the last Ching (Manchu) Emperor, Aisin-Gioro
Pu Yi, boy king at the time of the revolution and Republic of l9l1-12. He
lived to witness not only China's decline, but also her contemporary re-
surgence. After helping foreign interests for much of his career he returned
to China in 1950, at the age of 44, and became v citizen of the People's
Republic in 1959. His autobiography6s describes his feelings on wandering

from the gilded cage into which he
through manual labour ps a gardener
t his family feelings, social activities

and citizenship status took on real meaning for the first time in his life.
The second case is that of Li Tsung-jen, former deputy to Chiang Kai-

shek.and Acting President of Nationalist (Kuomintang) China in 1949. He
returned home on July 20 1965 after spending 15 years in the USA.

A proletarian cultrre
W'e return, finally, to aft and culture for a reflection of China's social

policy.** If the re-moulding of men's minds - the promotion of socialist
ideology - is the crucial factor, then culture is involved.

One of the first and most obvious results of the Red Guard marches was
the daubing of whitewash r Palace in Peking
and on the statues in the Tombs, expressing
rejection of the feudal pas side of theii move-
ment. Museums were re-stocked. The Peking Art Museum was taken over
to exhibit Mao Tsetung's reception of Red Guards, and officially re-opened

on August 15 1967. No artists' names were displayed on the exhibits,
which illustrated aspects of work, leisure and revolutionary history in lac-
quer and jade carvings, embroidery, carpets and tapestries, porcelain, and
everyday objects such as bowls, boxes and v3ses.

To display pre-Liberation rural life, a vast sculpture museum was in-
stalled on October I 1965 in the former manor-house of Liu !7en-tsai,
one-time despot and landlord of Tayi county in Szechuan. The museum,
known as 'Rent Collection Courtyard': consisted of 114 life-size clay figures
reflecting the bitterness of class struggle and exploitation. In the old China,
rent collection was the main method of controlling the peasants. A com-
plete new 'Courtyard' museum of 119 figures was made of this, in 1966,
and is housed in the Forbidden City. Thus has proletarian culture con-
demned the evils of the past.

The thesis of proletBrian culture may be traced to Lu Hsun, and to Mao
Tsetung's criticisms of stereotyped Party writing and his Talks at the Yenan
Forum on Literature and Art (May 1942). Mao raised the question: for
whom should literature and art be produced? And .answered for the work-
ers, peasants and soldiers. He was opposed to the divorce of art from poli-
tics, and cited Trotsky as an example of the dualism 'Politics - lvfa11ds1,
art - bourgeois'66. However, he recognised that the 'poster and slogan'
style had no artistic power.

Different forms and styles in art should develop freely and ffierent
schools in science should contend freely. We think that it is harmful
to ttre growth of art and science if administrative measures are used to
impose one particular style of art or school of thought and to ban
another. Questions of right and wrong in the arts and sciences should
be setded through free discussion in artistic and scientific circles and
through practical work in these fields. They should not be setded in
summary fashion6T.

There have been many literary battles in China, particularly since a
'People's Daily' fi.lm criticism of May 20 195L68. There was controversy
over the nature of criticism itself in September 1954, and over the meaning
of the hundred flouers campaign of 1957.

With the emergence during the cultural revolution of proletarian plays
and operas, the representative figures of the old China - emperors, gener-
als, priests and beauties - were swept off the stage. They were replaced
by workers and peasants and soldiers, in perfornoances of 'Seizure of the
bandits' stronghold', 'The Red Army fears not the trials of a distant march',
'On the docks', 'Red detachment of women', and the 'SThite-haired girl' -the last, perhaps the best-known, composed n 1949 to illustrate class-
struggle in China. In July 1964 a festival of Peking Operas on contemporary
themes was the subiect of a Forum addressed by Chiang Ching (wife of
Mao Tsetung)6e.

On November 10 1955 there was published a critical review in thc
Shanghai '!7en Hui Daily' entided Comment on the neu historical drama
'The di.smissal of Hai /zi'. Written by Yao STen-yuan under the direction
of Chiang Ching, this review was an attack on Wu Han - then deputy

i Above, p 19.*i Above, pp 16-17
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mayor of Peking, an historian, and author of the 1961 play on 'Hai Yui'lo.
His play, ostensibly concerned with the unjust dismissal of a Ming dyn-
asty official by the Emperor, was actually intended as a political defence in
dramatic form of Marshal Peng Teh-huai who had been dismissed from
his post as Defence Minister in September 1959.*

Even after publication in Shanghai, the Peking publication of Yao ITen-
yuan's critical review was delayed owing to the influence of Wu Han and
also of Peng Chen (then mayor of Peking, to be dismissed on ]une 3 L966).
There followed criticism of other literary works regarded as reactionary,
and a Forum on literature and art in the armed forces in which both Lin
Piao and Chiang Ching were involved (February 2-20 1966)71. In culture
as in other spheres, the time was ripe for the cultural revolution.

6. CONCLUSION

China is not - and cannot be - a western-tJ4)e society with a 'welfare
state'72. Her policies merit appraisal in terms of her own history, culture,
and contemporary aspirations.

The origins of social policy, ultimately traceable in the Old Democratic
Revolution (1840-1919), are particularly to be found in the peasants' move-
ment of 1924-27 so strikingly described in Hunan by Mao Tsetung.

With the second - agrarian - civil war (1927-37) and the final conquest
of power by Libeption forces in 1949'50, the political circumstances were
established'for the application of social policy throughout the country.
Rural cooperation was the means, culminating in the commune movement
of 1958. Both the ends and means of social policy were reaffirmed during
the cultural revolution of 1965-69: ideology - the dissemination of the
thought of Mao Tsetung - was asserted as all-important.

From the outset the new China adopted a persPective of continuous reoo'
lution it rural and urban life. She has tenaciously held to her revolutionary
ideology. Not 'welfare' but self-reliance and socialist production; not 'ma-
terial incentives' but the volunteer spirit; not elitism and inequality, but
fraternity and classlessness and a very large measure of equality, have
marked out her social policy.

Whilst this contrasi with western society has been the main implication
underlying our discussion, subsidiary contrast and comparison have also
been involved. These have been with the USSR, the world's first socialist
state. There are very interesting comparisons between China now and the
first ph3se of Soviet development, bulthere are increasing divergencies and
contrasts with the USSR in its contemporary phase. These cornparisons and
contrasts with western and with Soviet society throw light not only on
China's social policy in terms of its means, but also its ends; on the nature
of socialism, and ttre quest for social justice.

* Above, p 34
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APPENDD(

RESOLUTION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PEOPLE'S
COM/VIUNES IN THE RURAL AREAS,

adopted by the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
on August 29 195873

1. The people's communes are the logical result of the march of events.
Large, comprehensive people's cornmunes have made their appearance,
and in several places they are already widespread. They have developed
very rapidly in some areas. It is highly probable that there will soon be
an upsurge in setting up people's co[rmunes throughout ttre counuy and
the development is irresistible. The basis for the development of the
people's communes is mainly the comprehensive, continuous leap for-
ward in and the ever-rising political
conscious . An unprecedented advance
has been struction since the advocates
of the capitalist road were fundamentally defeated economically, politi-
cally, and ideologically. This has created a new basis for pmctically
eliminating flood and drought, and for ensuring the compaptively stable
advance of agricultural production. Agriculture has leaped forward
since right conservatism has been overcome and the old technical norms
in agriculture have been broken down. The output of pgricultural pro-
ducts has doubled or increased severalfold - in some cases more than
ten times or scores of
of thought among the
tion and the applicati
making their demands

working with militancy, and leading a collective life, and this has raised
the political consciousness of the 500 million peasants still further. Com-

agriculturpl co-operative with scores of families or several hundred
families can no longer meet the needs of the changing situation. In the

communes with
husbandry, side
agriculture (the

the student), and

rnilitary affairs (the militiaman) merge into one, is the fundamental
policy to guide the peasants to accelerate socialist construction, com-
plete.the bulding of socialism ahead of time, and carry out ttre gradual
transltlon to communrsm.

Conceming the organisation and size of t}re communes: generally speak-
ing it is at present better to establish one commune to a township, with
the commune comprising about 2,000 peasant households. $7here a
township embraces a vast area and is sparsely populated, more than one
commune may be established, each with less than 2,000 households. In
some places, several townships may emerge and form a single commune
comprising about 6,000 or 7,000 households, according to topographical
conditions and the needs for the development of production. As to tle
establishment of communes of more than 10,000 or even more than
201000 households, we need not oppose them, but for the present we
should not take the initiative to encourage them.
As ttre people's communes grow, there may be a tendency to form
federations with the county as a unit. Plans should be drawn up right
now on a county basis to ensure the rational distribution of people's
communes.
The size of the communes and the all-around development of agricul-
ture, forestry, animal husbandry, subsidiary production, and fishing as

well as of industry (the worker), agriculture (the peasant), exchange (the
trader), culture and education (the student) and military affairs (the
militiaman), demand an pppropriate division of labour within the ad-
ministrative organs of the communes; a number of departments, each
responsible for a particular kind of work, should be set up. They should
be compacdy and efficiently organised and cadres should take a

direct part in production. The township governments and the com-
munes should become one, with the township committee of the Party
becoming the Party committee of the commune, and the township
people's council becoming the administrative committee of the commune.

and on a voluntary basis, without any compulsion. As to the steps to
be taken, it is of course better to complete the merger into bigger co-

2.

3.
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4.

operatives and their transformation into communes at once; but where
this is not feasible, it can be done in two stages, with no compulsory or
rash steps. In all counties, experiments should first be made in some
selected areas and the experience gained should then be popularised
gradually.
The merger of smaller co-operatives into bigger ones and their trans-
formation into communes must be carried out in close co-ordination
with current production to ensure not only that it has no adverse effect
on current production, but becomes a tremendous force stimulating an
even greater leap forw.ard in production. Therefore, in the early period
of the merger, the method of 'changing the upper structure while keep-
ing the lower structure unchanged' may be adopted. The original,
smaller co-operatives may at first jointly elect an administrative com-
mittee for the merged co-ops to unify planning and the arrangement of
work, and transforrn themselves into farming zones or production bri-
gades. The original organisation of production and system of adminis-
tration may, for the time being, remain unchanged and continue as
before; and later, gradually merge, readjust, and settle whatever needs
merging or readjusting and whatever specific questions demand solution
during the merger, so as to make sure there is no adverse effect on
production.
The size of the communes, the speed of carrying out the merger of
small co-operatives into bigger ones and their transformation into com-
munes, and the methods and steps to be taken in this connection will
be decided in accordance with the local conditions by the various pro-
vinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities directly under the central
authorities. But no matter when the merger takes place, whether before
or after autumn, in the coming winter or next spring, the small co-
operatives that are prepared to merge should be brought together from
now on to discuss and jointly work out unified plans for winter c.apital
construction in agriculture and to make unified arrangements of all
kinds for preparatory work for an even bigger harvest next year.

Concerning some questions of the economic policy involved in the
merger of co-operatives: in the course of the merger, education should
be strengthened to prevent the growth of departmentalism among a few
co-operatives, which might otherwise share out too much or all of their
incomes and leave litde or no common funds before the merger. On the
other hand, it must be understood that with various agricultural co-
operatives established on different foundations, the amount of their
public property, their indebtedness inside and outside the co-oper.atives
and so on will not be completely equal when they merge into bigger
co-operatives. In the course of the merger, the cadres and the masses
should be educated in the spirit of communism so as to recognise these
differences and not resort to minute squaring of accounts) insisting on
equal shares and bothering with trifles.
When a people's commune is established, it is not necessary to deal with

the question of reserved private plots of land scattered fruit trees, share
funds and so on in a great hurry; nor is it necessary to adopt clear-cut
stipulations on these questions. Generally speaking, reserved pdvate
plots of land mpy perhaps be turned over to collective management in
the course of the merger of caoperatives; scattered fruit trees, for the
time being, may remain privately owned and be dealt with some time
Iater. Share funds, etc., can be handled after a year or two, since the
funds will automatically become publicly owned with the deveiopment
of production, the increase of income, and the advance of the people's
consctousness.

5. Concerning the name, ownership, and system of distribution of the
communes: all the big merged co-operatives will be called people's
cornmunes. There is no need to change them into state-owned farms.
It is not proper for farms to embrace industry, agriculture, exchange,
culture and education, and military affairs at the same time.
After the establishment of people's communes) there is no need im-
mediately to transform collective ownership into ownership by the
people as a whole. It is better at present to maintain collective ownership
to avoid unnecessary complications arising in the course of the trans-
formation of ownerihip. In fact, collectivJ ownership in people's com-
munes already contains some elements of ownership by the people as p
whole. These elements will grow constantly in the course of the con-
tinuous development of people's communes and will gpdually replace
collective ownership. The transition from collective ownership to owner-
ship by the people as a whole is a process, the completion of which may
take less time - three or four years - in some places, and longer -five or six years or even longer - elsewhere. Even with the completion
of this transition, people's communes) like state-owned industry, are
still socialist in character, where the principle of 'from egch according
to his ability and to each according to his work' prevails. After a number
of years, as the social product increases greatly, the communist con-
sciousness and morality of the entire people are rpised to a much higher
degree, and universal education is instituted and developed, the differ-
ences between workers and peasants, town and country, and mental and
manual labour - legacies of the old society that have inevitably been
carried over into the socialist period - and the remnants of unequal
bourgeois rights which are the reflection of these differences - will
gradually vanish. Then the function of the state will be limited to prG
tecting the country from external aggression but it will play no role
internally. At that time Chinese society will enter the era of communism,
when the principle of 'from each according to his ability and to each
according to his needs' will be practiced.
After the establishment of the people's cornmunes it is not necessary to
hurry the change from the original system of distribution, in order to
avoid any unfavourable efiect on production. The system of distribution
should be determined according to specific conditions. Where conditions
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pennit, the shift to a wage system may be made. But where conditions

soclety.

6. The primary pupose

Ite sPeed of socialist

J',:?.nTff,';f::*I
munism is no longer a remote future event. \[/e should actively use tle
fgrm of the people's communes to explore the practical road of uan-
sition to communism.

AMENDMENTS
The sixth session of the Eighth Central Committee of the Chinese
Qsmrnrrnisl Party (November 28 - December 10 1958) adopted a
series of amendments to the above Resolution, which made iurrent
policy less ambitious.
The amendments postponed the establishment of urban communes, and

according to his work', small-scale
separation of militia leadership from
g role of the Party.*7a
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